
greetings Vukile Oliphant, officers of the peace and oath keepers,

since we didn't have the opportunity to meet as planned on 15th October due to my unlawful detention 
a few hours prior and my departure from Knysna the next day, i thought it appropriate to send you and 
everyone else cc'ed an email  with some more explanatory information with regards to the republic of 
good hope (RGH). Unfortunately you were not privy to any previous email communications (see 
attached), because your name and position was unknown to me until Monday 15th October.

My only meeting with Moffat Zukelwa last year had been very peaceful, respectful and with mutual 
understanding on both sides of this unfortunately still ongoing and unresolved conflict between RTMC 
and RGH. We are not here to argue, only to correct the mistake.

For ca. 2 years now, we have been trying to trace the origin of an alleged order declaring RGH unlawful 
and illegal, which emerged during an incident involving one of our members in the George district in 
October 2016, as she was informed by an RTMC agent  at a roadblock. I've tried to make contact with 
Quinton Williams ever since, left messages, calling his office, but not a single reply to this day.
Basically to establish whether the alleged order originates from a concerted and conspiring effort of a 
group of officers or is the single-handed action of one wo/man. Further, if appropriate channels and 
procedures were followed, i.e. obtaining a court order, laying a charge against RGH and inviting us to 
participate obviously. Since laying a fraud charge (or any other charge) against an individual or group 
without their knowledge or any due process and diligence, is no different than what the National Party
did to the ANC during the years of the struggle.

Further the alleged order only seems to exist and apply in the George/Knysna district, because in all our 
years (since 2010) of RGH travel across the land commonly known as southern Africa, most encounters 
with RTMC agents or law enforcement officers have been mutually respectful, peaceful and without any 
altercation; in fact many officers showed genuine interest and we forwarded them relevant information.

During my unlawful incarceration 3 weeks ago, and that is why we as peaceful activists are always 
grateful for these incidents, since it is part of our job, some revealing details emerged during a phone 
call between yourself and the SAPS officer on duty, who, I'm assuming was seeking some advice with 
regards to RGH and my possible release on or without police bail. 

You confirmed that the order to arrest any RGH member, charge them with fraud and impound their 
conveyances, originates from no other than yourself alone. You issued the order. How you arrived at 
that decision or why, is not important, we need to seek remedy and make sure that all RTMC agents and 
peace officers will be informed that this order is in fact unlawful and not according to your own 
procedure and protocol.

Of similar concern is another snippet of information we extracted from a phone call made to lieutenant-
colonel Siddique Khan, who informed the SAPS officer on duty that RGH was nothing but another AWB. 



Nothing could be further from the truth, if you look into all the work we as people have done at RGH 
and UZA (unified common law grand jury of southern Africa), we would be  situated at the opposite side 
of the spectrum, although RGH and UZA are completely apolitical and not subject to any
left or right wing extremism or labels. Know one thing, we stand for the people and a people's 
government, opposed to  corporations and a corporate government owned by foreign powers aka JP 
Morgan, SARB, Anglo-American, Broederbond, Oppenheimers, to name but a few.

I can only assume that Siddique Khan either received the information via broken telephone, the recent 
unsuccessful secession attempt by  SSGH (sovereign state of good hope), which in fact was hijacked and 
infiltrated by politically motivated extremists or possibly one of our members acting outside the RGH 
code of conduct, in which case i apologize for any such behaviour. We are currently reconstructing RGH
as well as the procedure to join and become a member. We also encourage other people, tribes and 
nations to do same, like many sovereign native nations in America have done in recent years, i.e. 
southern Cherokee nation and red fire people or the Squamish nation.

Although most relevant and important information regarding RGH can be found on our website >>> 
https://www.republicofgoodhope.com/ <<< and its content read and studied at your own pace and your 
own space, I'd like to direct your attention to the following, a letter by Sam Rohrer, a US congressman, 
to judge Streitel at the Chester county court, dated 2006 (see attached) and in response or review 
thereto an article in the citizens' voice  published in 2012 (see attached or visit >>> 
https://www.citizensvoice.com/news/rohrer-says-rationale-for-driver-s-licenses-slavery-similar-
1.1268127 <<<)

Before you start raising eyebrows or rejecting it, just because it seems foreign and subsequently not 
relevant to anything in Africa, I'd like to remind you, that although the USA and RSA proclaim to be 
independent states, they are still crown dependencies, subject to roman-dutch law, bound by 
international treaties, UCC, etc; further both welcome to interpret and/or develop international law 
as per their own charters and constitutions, should there be a lack of domestic precedents or case law.

In addition and probably more important, RGH or any customary traveller is foreign to any corporate 
state and its statutes, i.e. travelling in a foreign  jurisdiction, foreign to RSA's civil, statutory, roman-
dutch law, not foreign from another country, but effectively very similar, foreign as in part 
of another nation or sometimes referred to as non-resident aliens. When you encounter a 'vehicle' from 
another country, do you ever question how much that country charges in licence and registration fees ? 
or the time period their documents are valid for ?

Upon reading the above (and other attached documents) as well as talking to various RSA and RTMC 
agents, it becomes very obvious,  that the first and foremost concern is the lack or loss of revenue, or 
fear of a possible financial collapse should no-one (have to) pay for licence and registration fees. 
Nothing could be further from the truth and if you wish to obtain some more and detailed information 
regarding national debt, you're more than welcome to contact me and we can set up a friendly meeting. 
In essence and with regard to the RTMC visit our page in the meantime :

https://www.republicofgoodhope.com/
https://www.citizensvoice.com/news/rohrer-says-rationale-for-driver-s-licenses-slavery-similar-1.1268127
https://www.citizensvoice.com/news/rohrer-says-rationale-for-driver-s-licenses-slavery-similar-1.1268127


>>> https://www.republicofgoodhope.com/rtmc-and-other-private-subsidiaries-of-rsa-pty-ltd/ <<<

All of the above and what RGH does, only deals with a small sliver in our corrupt and usurped society, 
the actual problem of debt and economic  slavery and its origin is not something that we could tackle in 
a day or two, people at UZA have tried on their own and as part of the ITNJ,  only confirming that all 
judges, especially those at the constitutional and high courts, are acting in complicity and as agents for 
the banking cartels,  some of which having received threats to their families should they engage with us 
and seek recourse for the people; 

We are not against or opposing governments, all we want is government and its employees, also known 
as public servants, to return and swear  allegiance to the people, be true to their original mandate, be 
courageous peace officers and honourable oath keepers and face the real enemy, i.e. banking cartels 
and multi-national corporation who have infiltrated every level of our existence and are controlling, 
exploiting and plundering almost all countries backed by legislation and economic policies,

if you have any further questions, please feel free to contact me,

truthfully,

jan a people of good hope

p.s. : the below highlighted information is also on the website and inside some of the attached 
documents 

although none of the corporate charters and acts pertain to us as free people of a republic, but to citizen 

https://www.republicofgoodhope.com/rtmc-and-other-private-subsidiaries-of-rsa-pty-ltd/


subjects of a democracy  and anyone who voluntarily took an oath of office, signed a contract with RSA 
to uphold the constitution act 108 of 1996, but some  sections make perfect provision for RGH or any 
other voluntary association, informal body and/or tribe or society.

from act 108 of 1996 :

7. Rights.- (2) The state must respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights

8. Application.- (l) The Bill of Rights applies to all law, and binds the legislature, the executive, the 
judiciary and all organs of state.

18. Freedom of association.-Everyone has the right to freedom of association.

21. Freedom of movement and residence. - 1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement. (2) 
Everyone has the right to leave the Republic.

in other words or to explain, based on all our investigations, conclusions and unanswered questions with 
regards to RSA (Pty) ltd, we the people, by our own free will and freedom of association have left RSA 
and entered another republic, namely RGH,  at least until such time our questions are answered, a 
commission of inquiry facilitated and proper redress and remedy available  to everyone, the return to a 
commonwealth in its true meaning, i.e. a common wealth for all.

from the NRTA 93 of 1996 :

3F. Powers and duties of inspector of licences

In addition to the powers and duties conferred upon him or her or under this Act, an inspector
of licences may, subject to the provisions of this Act or any other law -

(b) in respect of any motor vehicle, demand from the title holder, owner, operator or driver
thereof the production of any document which such person is required to have in respect
of that motor vehicle in terms of this Act or any other law, or any like document issued
by a competent authority outside the Republic;



(g) demand from any person immediately to produce a licence or any other prescribed
authorisation authorising him or her to drive a motor vehicle, and to produce any other
document which he or she is required to have in respect of any motor vehicle in terms of
this Act or any other law;

"any other law", i.e. foreign jurisdiction, international, common, customary, tribal law as per your RSA 
constitution,

"competent authority outside the Republic", i.e. RGH is outside RSA, on the same land, but in another 
jurisdiction, not above or below, simply parallel; RGH is competent, we are organized, have something 
similar to a county recorder  and we are a true people's authority.

in other words, when RGH members encounter RTMC agents at roadblocks, we have all the documents 
your acts would like us to produce as per international standards; i.e. we have number plates, a record 
disc showing and correlating to conveyance details and a common law travel card which is equivalent to 
a drivers licence under RSA statutory law; only difference, RGH issues these  free of charge and valid for 
a longer period, because we don't support paying back international loans and therefore don't
resort to extortion or mafia methods.


